
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
This space is for students to draw their impression of the concert or 

to design a story based on what they have heard. 
 

S T O R Y - T I M E  
 

S T U D E N T   J O U R N A L  
THIS BELONGS TO: _________________________  CLASS: __________________________________ 
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PROGRAM – TELLING A STORY 
The conductor will demonstrate music telling a story with excerpts from these famous pieces. 

                Page  
Introduction  Gioachino Rossini, William Tell Overture    6  

Setting   Claude Debussy, La Mer       8 

First Theme  Richard Strauss, Also Sprach Zarathustra            11 

Characters  John Williams – Harry Potter Symphonic Suite,           13 

arranged by Jerry Brubaker 

Plot   Paul Dukas, Sorcerer’s Apprentice            16 

Conflict/Problem Pyotor Ilych Tchaikovsky – Romeo and Juliet Overture         20 

Climax  Richard Wagner, Ride of the Valkyries            22 

Resolution  Igor Stravinsky, The Firebird Suite: Berceuse and Finale         24 
 

AUDIENCE ETIQUETTE 
 

The people you will see in this performance are real.  They depend on you for their success.    

Your attention, laughter and applause inspire them to give a good performance.  While it is 

true that a “good” audience cannot turn a poor show into a good one, a rude audience can 

certainly ruin a good show.   Whistling, shouting, squirming and punching your neighbor are 

definitely “out” as good behavior. 
 

You can tell that the performance is about to begin because the 

Concertmaster comes on stage.  The audience sits quietly and 

watches as the Concertmaster directs the members of the 

orchestra to tune their instruments.  When the orchestra is in 

tune, the Concertmaster will be seated.   
 

You may applaud (clap) when the Conductor comes on stage before 

the concert.  The Conductor has worked very hard to get the 

orchestra to the point of performing by selecting the music, 

studying the score and interpreting it, and rehearsing many hours 

with the orchestra to produce this concert. 
 

Listening is very important.  If you talk to each other during the performance, others near 

you will not be able to hear and those on stage may lose their concentration.  There is no 

“instant replay” in a live performance.  If you don’t hear something the first time, there will 

be no second chance. 
 

Why do you think flash photography is prohibited in concerts? _____________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 
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INSTRUMENTS OF THE ORCHESTRA 

Almost all orchestras seat their musicians this way.  Sometimes the conductors place the 

violas where the cellos sit and then the cellos in the viola section.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is the most important job of the Conductor? ______________________________ 

All the instruments in the orchestra are grouped into four different families and are 

generally seated so that the audience hears a balanced sound.  Not all strings sit near each 

other, but they are at the front most often.  Why would that be? ___________________ 
 

The names of the instrument families are below.  Write  names of the instruments that in 

these families. 

    Woodwinds? ________________________________________________________ 

    Brass? _____________________________________________________________ 

    String? ____________________________________________________________ 

    Percussion? _________________________________________________________ 
 

Can you name any instruments that are not pictured here? ________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

What instrument do you play? _________ If you don’t, what instrument would you pick and 

why? _______________________________________________________________ 
 

What does that instrument sound like to you? _________________________________ 
 

When you play an instrument, what kind of energy do you create? ___________________ 
 

See page 31 for Vocabulary about the orchestra and other music terms.

Conductor’s podium 
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Telling a Story With Music    
 

Many years ago, when there were no electric devices, computers, television or 

movies, people entertained themselves by going to see plays on a stage at a 

theater.  They also enjoyed music and dancing, but neither was similar to what 

we enjoy today.  It was simpler because many musical instruments had not 

been invented.    In the time of ancient Greece (8th to 6th century BCE), plays 

were spoken or sometimes they were danced and accompanied by a narrator 

and the music was played on a stringed instrument called a lyre.   
 

By the 17th century in Europe, going to the theater became very popular, particularly in 

Italy.   Composers became more creative in ways to entertain people.  Different forms of 

story-telling developed in addition to writing plays.  Musicians developed new instruments 

and formed small ensembles and orchestras. 
 

OPERA:   In 1603, the first opera was written and produced 

in Italy.  People really enjoyed this kind of production 

because it was so much more interesting to watch a play 

with music.  Audiences all over Europe demanded to have 

operas in their cities.  Composers were happy to compose 

operas because it helped them earn a living.  Like movies, 

operas were all different and reflected the composer’s wit and experience.  They were: 
 

  comedic and funny,    sad and tragic, about wars and   set in many countries. 
 

All operas had some things in common:  they all told a story, the words were sung, there 

were stylish sets and costumes, singers sang solos, duets, trios and quartets and very often 

there was a chorus.   Most important was that the audience was entertained much in the 

fashion of moviegoers today.   
 

PROGRAM MUSIC:  Composers began an opera with a brief orchestral piece, or overture.   

Originally, the overture was to quiet the audience at the beginning.  Often, the themes of 

the opera were part of the overture and told the audience what was coming up in the opera.   
 

As time passed, composers realized they could write overtures that told stories without 

words by using instruments in various ways to stand for a character, plot or setting.   All 

the works on this concert are a form of program music.   

 

BALLET:  In the 19th century, dance became more popular as choreographers wrote specific 

steps to tell the story.  Composers wrote music for the 

dances, now called classical ballet.  The music’s mood and 

tone helped create the setting for the dance.   Romeo and 

Juliet was not only a play by William Shakespeare.  It 

became the subject of a ballet by Sergei Prokofiev (sur 

jay pro koe fee ehv), a Russian composer.  Search YouTube 

‘Romeo and Juliet Ballet Profiev, Tamara Rojo and Carlos Acosta’ to 

see The Dance of the Knights from Act I – Romeo meets Juliet. 
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WRITE YOUR OWN STORY! 
(Answering some of the questions may help you decide what your story will be.   Then take 

another piece of paper and write your story.) 
 

Introduction (Catch the attention of the reader.   How do you start?  Is it happy or sad?)  

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

Setting (Where does the story happen?  What’s the weather?)  ____________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

Characters (Who is in your story?  What do they look like?  How old are they? What are 

they wearing?  What are they feeling?)  1. ____________________________________ 

2. ____________________________ 3. ____________________________________ 

4. ____________________________ 5. ____________________________________ 
 

First Theme   (What happens first?  How do you introduce the main character?)  

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

Plot (What happens next?  Do other characters appear?)   

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

Conflict/Problem   (What’s the problem?  Do the characters get along? Do they disagree 

about something?  About what do they disagree?  Do they like each other?)     

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

Climax/Problem – (The big moment in the story when the plot goes one way or another.  

Then what happens?)__________________________________________________  

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

Resolution  (How does the conflict get resolved?  What happens to the characters?) 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 
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Gioachino Rossini 
 

William Tell Overture 
 

Who wrote the music? Gioacchino (jyah-kee-noh – or “James” in English) 

Rossini (roe see nee) was born on February 29, 1792, in Pesaro, Italy, a small 

city in northeast Italy. It’s located on the Adriatic Sea, near Bologna and 

Venice. His parents were very good musicians; Giuseppe (joo-seh-pee, or 

“Joseph” in English) played the horn and Anna was an opera singer.   Gioacchino did not receive a 

good academic education, but he did get excellent musical training and became a musical prodigy! 
 

Gioacchino played the triangle in his father’s professional musical group and next he learned 

to play the harpsichord, piano and horn.  The young boy learned quickly and then soon could 

play cello, violin and viola also.  At age 14, Gioacchino composed his first opera, and shortly 

afterwards he was admitted to the Philharmonic Academy of Bologna, an excellent music school.  

As an adult, Rossini became enraptured with opera which was the main entertainment at the time – 

similar to our movies and TV today.   He wrote 39 operas that were very successful. He became a 

famous and wealthy musician, much like the composer John Williams of today.   When Rossini was 38 
years old, he wrote his last opera, Guillaume (gee yome or “William” in English) Tell.    
 

What is the Music About? Scenes from the opera are foreshadowed in the Overture: 
 

Prelude, Dawn – It is the day in May of the Shepherd Festival, near Lake Lucerne in Switzerland. The 

action opens on an idyllic scene, with the local peasants busily preparing chalets for three newly wedded 

couples, singing as they work. A fisherman sings a gentle love song from his boat. William Tell stands 

apart from the general merriment, however: he is worried about Switzerland's being ruled by Gesler, an 

Austrian governor whom the Swiss do not like at all. 

Arnold, who is from this Swiss village, has returned from serving in the 

army of the Austrian rulers. During this time, he had fallen in love with 

Mathilde, an Austrian princess. Tell persuades Arnold to consider joining 

the planned rebellion against the governor. But when Arnold meets 

Mathilde, he tells her he’s decided to fight for Austria so he would be able 

to marry her. 

Storm – Leuthold, a Swiss villager, kills one of Gesler's soldiers to 

defend his daughter and flees the governor's forces. Tell takes Leuthold 

into a boat and out onto the water. Gesler’s guards arrive, led by Rodolphe, 

who is angered by the villagers' prayers and their joy at Leuthold’s escape. 

Melchthal, Arnold’s father, urges the villagers not to tell Rodolphe that it was William Tell who aided 

Leuthold. Melchthal is taken by the guards and executed. When Arnold learns his father is dead, he 

decides to fight with the Swiss and so he can’t marry Mathilda after all.  

Calm After the Storm – The clouds break, and the sun shines on a pastoral scene of wild beauty. People 

sing to the beauty of nature and the Call to the Cows melody is heard. 

Finale, March Of The Swiss Soldiers – The men of three neighboring villages come to join the fight 

against the Austrians.  The gathering is complete, and the tone and tempo of the finale rises as the men of the 

three villages affirm their willingness to fight or die for the freedom of Switzerland.  

How would you compare the Swiss revolt to the American Revolution? ______________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Listening Map William Tell Overture   
 

 

                  Second melody 

                                                    

           ppp 

 

First melody    

 pp                                                                      p                                                                     pp                      ppp                                                            
00:00                                   1:07         1:30                                                                                       2:23                                                            2:59                                                                  

 
mf                   ff                                                                                        
                   pp            

 
3:15                       4:00                                    4:16                                                           5:13                                                5:23                                                                                                                  

 
duet 
 

             

 

5:53                             6:04  Theme A                    6:34  Theme B                        7:10 Theme C               7:53 Theme A   

Finale 
  

                   

3 phrases of 8       A            B             A             C             D            C          B         E           A    
1 phrase of 4      2 phrases    2 phrases      2 phrases       2 phrases       5 beats      2 phrases               8 beats 
6 beats           of 8 beats   of 8 beats      repeat 3X       tutti                         tutti          

         f                         mf          f                      p                  ff                     mp           ff                 ff             pp         p      mf      fff                                       
8:50                  9:03             9:17            9:38             9:48           10:04           10:28        10:39        10:51      11:00      11:13 
 

Listen at home:  Search –  YouTube: 1) ‘Overture to Guillame Tell, von Karajan’ to see an orchestra play,  or 

2)  ‘1947 Walter Lantz – Overture to William Tell’ for a Disney cartoon version.  
 

 

Vocabulary 

duet – a composition for two performers. 

enraptured  –  delighted beyond words.  

foreshadow - to show or suggest in advance 

legend – a story that is handed down by  

   tradition. 

myth – traditional stories involving events, 

people or gods. 

pastoral – a calm setting reminding someone of a 

grassy pasture on a warm sunny day. 

prodigy – a young person with extraordinary gifts 

tall tale – a story, possibly based on fact, that is     

   exaggerated over time, like Johnny Appleseed  

   or Paul Bunyan 

tone - a musical or vocal sound with reference to its  

    pitch, quality, and strengt 
 
 

Books You Might Like To Read 
Buff, Mary,  The Apple and the Arrow 

Fisher, Leonard Everett, William Tell 

Harris, Pamela, Welcome to Switzerland 

Harvey, Miles, Look What Came from Switzerland 

 McKay, Susan, Switzerland 

Manatt, Kathleen, Law and Order 

Parenzan, Carol, The Judicial Branch 

Spyri, Johanna, Heidi 

Storrie, Paul, William Tell: One Against an Empire 

Tremblinski,  Law and Punishment in the Middle Ages 
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Arles: Starry Night over the Rhone by Vincent van Gogh 

 
Claude Debussy 

 

 La Mer, Movement 1: De l'aube à midi sur la mer 
(The Sea: from dawn until noon on the sea) 

 

Who wrote the music? Claude Debussy (clahd day-boo-see) was born in Paris, France in 

1862 and died 56 years later. He was the oldest of five children in a very poor family.  His 

father held many jobs, including being a traveling salesman and working in a printer’s shop. 

His father joined the National Guard in 1870 to fight in the Franco-Prussian war.  His 

mother was a seamstress.   
 

Claude and his brothers and sisters often stayed with their aunt Clementine, who lived in 

Cannes, France.  When he was nine, she paid for Claude to take piano lessons.  His teacher 

thought he was talented and urged him to keep studying music.  Although his father was 

determined that his son would become a sailor, he was finally persuaded to let Claude enter 

the Paris Conservatory of Music where he studied for eleven years.  The son was very 

precocious and became an accomplished pianist; his teachers agreed that he could have a 

good career playing the piano.  His teachers also said Claude was very argumentative and 

always challenged the accepted rules of music composition.  He wrote and played music that 

was considered experimental.  Some of his teachers did not approve since his writing was 

outside the accepted rules of composition. 
 

As the young man was beginning to compose, he 

was influenced by an artistic style of the time 

called Impressionism, which developed first in 

France.  Artists were painting pictures that were 

hazy and dream-like to create an impression of the 

scene, instead of a detailed picture.  (In Starry 

Night, see how the sky has stars but you can’t 

really see any precise detail.)   
 

Poets were composing verses that were whimsical 

and ethereal.  Claude began to write music in a similar way, creating compositions that were, 

in his words, “flexible and adaptable to dreams and fantasies.”  The style became known as 

symbolism.   It was a bridge from the Romantic music of the 19th century to 20th century 

music.  Claude Debussy was considered a leader in this transition. 

  

About halfway through his career, Claude wrote La Mer (lah mair).  He had always loved the 

ocean and always remembered that his father wanted him to be a sailor.  He was fascinated 

by the constant motion of the ocean waters, the way light shone and glinted off the water, 

and the way the water changed colors.  He attempted to capture those qualities in music, 

making an impression of what he saw. 
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Claude became a very popular composer, but he never really achieved financial security.  To 

earn money, he taught piano, became a conductor throughout Europe, and was an occasional 

music critic.  He had a turbulent private life.  He was married twice, and had one daughter 

Claude-Emma with his second wife.  His daughter’s nickname was Chou-Chou, and Claude was 

devoted to her.  He wrote a series of six pieces called the Children’s Corner, for her to 

learn as she got older.  The last piece was called Golliwog’s Cake Walk; which contained many 

American ragtime rhythms.   
 

Although Debussy traveled a great deal in other  

countries, he loved France and had a nationalistic  

spirit.  Late in life, he was troubled when he saw  

there would once again be a war between France  

and Germany.    At the time of his death from  

cancer in 1918, Paris was being bombarded by the  

German army during World War I.  A year later,  

his daughter died at age thirteen during a  

diphtheria epidemic. 
 

In spite of being considered a radical in his day,  

Claude Debussy influenced most major composers  

of the 20th century, as well as many important  

jazz musicians. 
 

What is the music about? In 1903 in France, Claude Debussy began writing La Mer, which 

he called a symphonic poem.  It was written in an unconventional form in that it did not have 

the traditional structure of a symphony.  Some called it a sea-symphony.  He completed the 

work in 1905 while staying on the coast of the English Channel.  Debussy loved the sea for 

its constant movement, the reflections of light from the water, and the changing colors of 

the water.  He said, “I love the sea and I have listened to it with the devoted respect it 

deserves.”  He wrote many pieces that were inspired by the sea, but La Mer is his most 

famous.  In this composition, he attempted to create the swaying movement of waves, the 

feel of ocean spray, and the ever-shifting exchange between water and light. 
 

The piece is made up of three movements (or sections) which he called “symphonic 

sketches.”  The English translation of the movements is: 

1.    From dawn to noon on the sea – beginning very slow and building through the day 

2.  Play of waves – allegro, an Italian word for a fast, lively tempo 

3.   Dialog of the wind and the sea – animated, becoming wild and tumultuous 

The first and third movements are powerful; the second movement is lighter and faster. 

The piece was first played in Paris in October 1905.    At first, it was not well received, but 

not long after, the music world recognized that Debussy had turned a corner in writing 

Impression, Sunrise by Claude Monet 
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music.  La Mer represented a more accomplished and different composition than he had 

written before.  La Mer soon became one of Debussy’s most popular and famous works.  The 

first recording of the piece was made in 1928.  It is considered one of the greatest 

orchestral works of the 20th century. 
 

Listen at home:  Search YouTube – ‘La Mer, Debussy, Movement 1, Victoria Symphony.’  

. 
 

Activities 

Monet’s painting on the previous page is an impressionistic picture.  What does it look like to 

you? _________________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________________ 
 

List five words that might describe the painting. _______________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

On your way to school, notice the sounds you hear on your way to school and home on a 

particular day.  Divide the sounds you listed into two groups and draw a symbol to represent 

each sound. 

Those you like:   Symbol                   Those you don’t like:                 Symbol 

______________________________         __________________________________ 

______________________________         __________________________________ 

______________________________         __________________________________ 

______________________________         __________________________________ 

Compare the two paintings by Monet and van Gogh.  How are they different?  __________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

How are they the same? __________________________________________________ 
 

Vocabulary 

argumentative – tending to present opinions 

   for or against something, not always positively 

bombard – to attack with explosives 

critic – a person skilled in judging the merits 

   or qualities of something, often art works  

diphtheria – a infectious, upper-respiratory 

   disease for which there is now a vaccine 

ethereal – light, airy, celestial, delicate or 

   refined 

impression – the first or immediate reaction  

   to something 

impressionism – a way of painting based on the  

    painter’s view of the subject 

movement – a section of a larger musical work that  

    can be played separately  

nationalism – pride or loyalty for one’s country 

precocious – prematurely advanced, such as 

    learning something at a younger age than 

    expected  

radical – extreme, sometimes fanatical 

sonata – a large music composition in 3 or more  

    movements, each composed with a balanced    

    structure 

symbol – something used to represent or stand  

    for  something else – as a musical  note for a  

     sound  

symphony – an elaborate orchestral 

    composition, generally in four movements 

tumultuous – causing commotion or uproar 

whimsical – anything odd, fanciful, or comical 
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                      Richard Strauss 
 

                 Also Sprach Zarathustra 
              (Thus Spoke Zarathustra) 

 

Who wrote the music? Richard (Ree-kard) 

Strauss (Shtrauss) was born in 1864 in 

Munich, Germany and died in a nearby town 

85 years later.    His father was an expert 

at playing horn instruments, especially the 

French horn. He taught Richard at a young age to play 

instruments which came to him very easily. Young 

Richard began writing music at the age of six and by 

age seventeen he performed his first work, Opus 1, The 

Festive March.  
 

Richard performed many of his pieces while he was in grammar school with his father’s 

orchestra.  By the age of twenty-one Richard was the conductor of a local orchestra which 

led later to his becoming the junior conductor at the great Munich Opera.   
 

The conductor is the man or woman in front of the orchestra who moves their arms in time 

with the music.   They often have a baton in their hand so the instruments of the group will 

be playing together.   If there weren’t a conductor, the musicians in the orchestra would not 

know how fast or slow to play.  
 

What is the music about?   Strauss wrote his music in the Romantic time period which 

extended from 1820 to 1910. A few of his famous works were Don Juan, Till Eulenspiegels 

(about a young, impudent trickster), Ein Heldenleben (a Hero’s Life) and Salome.    All of 

these works were considered program music, or music that tells a story. 
 

Strauss also composed the tone poem Also Sprach Zarathustra.   A tone poem is a musical 

story that describes a nonmusical subject in a freer form than say, a symphony.  He got the 

inspiration to write the piece after reading a novel by Friedrich Nietzsche.  The book is 

about the life and sayings of an ancient prophet named Zarathustra.  This piece was first 

played for an audience in Frankfurt, 

Germany in November 1896.  
 

This work has eight parts.  The first part 

of Also Sprach Zarathustra is called 

Sunrise which is the most popular section 

of this music piece and is most familiar to 

people.  

A French horn has many feet of tubing through which the 

air must flow before making a sound ~~  the more feet of 

tubing, the lower the sound.   This horn has 12 feet of 

tubing.  The trumpet has  4½  feet of tubing, so it has a 

higher sound or pitch.  
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One of the reasons it has become so well-known is that the music 

has been used in many movies, probably because it is so dramatic.  

Sunrise was played in the commercial for Ice Age 3, Dawn of the 

Dinosaurs and was part of the soundtrack for Toy Story.   It was 

also the opening music for the famous Stanley Kubrick movie, 2001 – 

A Space Odyssey.   
 

Listening to the Music 

When the music starts, you can hardly hear it, just like you can 

barely tell when the sun starts rising.  The main theme repeats 

three times and the sound gets louder each time,   Then suddenly, 

the music breaks free in to majestic sounds.    It is that moment 

that the sun has fully risen.  For Zarathustra, it is his moment of ‘Awakening’ or Aha! 
 

Have you read a story where a character had an Aha moment?  What was the Aha? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

Describe an Aha moment you have had when you have read a book or story? _________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 
 

You may listen at home by searching YouTube for 1) ‘Also Sprach Zarathustra by Richard Strauss, by Auf dem 

Grunde des Rheines’  to see an orchestra or 2) Also Sprach Zarathrustra, Richard Strauss, The Spirit of 

Classical Music’ for just the beginning, illustrated with photos of the universe. 
 

When the music starts, what sounds do you hear?  ____________________________ 
 

When the music gets louder, what sounds powerful? ___________________________ 
 

How does it sound when there are solo instruments? ___________________________ 
 

How does it sound when the orchestra plays together? _________________________ 
 

What is the 

distance between: 

         Miles      Expanded Form Exponential Form  

(scientific notation) 

Mars and Earth    

Jupiter and Pluto    

Saturn and Venus    

Neptune and Uranus    

Sun and Pluto    
 

Vocabulary 
awakening – to rouse from sleep or become aware  

      for the first time of something 

baton – the wand used by the conductor to lead  

      the orchestra 

dramatic – sudden and extreme, or greatly  

      affecting people’s emotions or attracting  

      attention 

program music  -- music intended to suggest a  

       sequence of images, incidents or tell a story. 

opus – a Latin word meaning ‘work, ’ such as a  

       musical piece, painting or book. 

prophet – one who foretells future events or  

       gives divinely inspired teachings 

tone poem – an orchestral work that is usually  

       freer in form than the form of a symphony,    

       similar to free form poetry. 
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John Williams – Harry Potter Symphonic Suite 
Arranged by Jerry Brubaker 

 

Who wrote the music? John Towner Williams was born in 1932 in 

New York.  He came by his musical talents and interest naturally; 

his father was a film studio musician and a jazz drummer who 

played with the Raymond Scott Quintet. The group’s music became 

well known because Warner Brothers used their music in the cartoons they made.   As a boy, 

he learned to play the piano, clarinet, trumpet and trombone.  He attended UCLA where he 

learned composition and served in the U.S. Air Force arranging music for the Air Force 

Band. 
 

He furthered his studies at Juilliard School, a very important school 

for the arts, while working as a jazz pianist in New York.  He also 

played for composer and conductor Henry Mancini, recording Peter 

Gunn (1959), Charade (1963), and Days of Wine and Roses (1962).  He 

was known as “Little Johnny Love” Williams in the early 1950s, and 

served as arranger and bandleader on a series of popular albums with 

singer Frankie Laine.   Williams married actress Barbara Ruick; they 

had three children. 
  

Williams has composed much extraordinary music for films, including 

Star Wars, Superman, Born on the Fourth of July, the first three 

Harry Potter films and all but two of Steven Spielberg’s feature films 

(Indiana Jones, Schindler’s List, and Jurassic Park).  He has also composed theme music for 

four Olympic Games, NBC Nightly News, the inauguration of Barack Obama, and numerous 

television series.  Williams served as principal conductor of the famous Boston Pops 

Orchestra from 1980 to 1993, and is now the orchestra’s laureate conductor.  He has won 

five Academy Awards, four Golden Globes, seven BAFTA Awards and twenty-one Grammy 

Awards, all marks of his great achievement. 
 

Jerry Brubaker is a native of Pennsylvania and received his education from Eastman School 

of Music after which he served for 30 years in the United States Navy Band as a French 

horn soloist and became the Band’s Chief Arranger.  He is well-known for his patriotic 

compositions, arrangements of popular music and motion picture scores.  He has published 

over 200 works for band, chorus and orchestra. 
 

What is the story of the movie?  The story is a fantasy about the orphan Harry Potter 

who discovers he is a wizard.  He is invited to attend Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and 

Wizardry to learn the skills to be a success in the world of wizards.  He develops two close 

friendships with Ron Weasley and Hermione Granger; the three have many escapades, 

particularly in a struggle against the evil wizard Lord Voldemort who killed Harry’s parents 

(who were wizards) and who intends to conquer the ‘wizarding’ world. 
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What about the music?   John Williams composed the music to create the setting and 

make the story come alive.  He wrote special themes for certain people and events in the 

movie, for instance there is a theme for when the three students learn how to use a 

broomstick.  These themes may appear once or many times during the movie depending on 

the story and they relate to the action that’s going on. 
 

Taking the music from a full-length movie score and creating an interesting medley of 

themes takes a great deal of talent.  Master arranger Jerry Brubaker has created a 

marvelous suite of the best-loved themes that are woven into this full orchestra work.  This 

is not an easy thing to do because, in the movie, the themes are heard in bits and pieces.  

The arranger has to put the pieces together (like a jigsaw puzzle) so the listener can 

understand what’s being presented.  This Suite runs continuously but has seven distinct 

sections or themes: 
 

 1. Hedwig’s Flight. A lilting theme on celeste 

(looks like a piano but makes a bell-like sound), 

joined by woodwind and strings, is used 

throughout the film whenever someone is 

travelling and particularly when the owls arrive 

at Harry's home to invite him to Hogwarts 

School.  (At right is Hedwig with Harry.) 
 

2. Broomstick Practice. Three trumpets mock 

the chums’ first efforts, where one of their friends (clumsy Neville Longbottom) ends up 

dangling from the roof top - the first of his many mishaps.  
 

3. Hogwarts Forever! This majestic tune stands for the turreted school, the moving 

staircases, and the grand banquet with all the professors and students. 

   

4. Diagon Alley. Flutes (below) and percussion (drums and tambourine) portray the hustle 

and bustle of Diagon Alley, and a quirky violin solo represents the grotesque clerks of 

Gringotts Bank.  
 

 

5. Voldemort. Horns and bassoons utter a ghastly, terrorizing  motif whenever evil 

Voldemort appears.  
 

6. Want to Play Quidditch?! A brilliant fanfare-like theme on brass 

instruments accompanies the bristling excitement of the game.  
 

7. Harry’s Parents. Blossoming from strings to full orchestra, this typical 

Williams melody is the “big tune” that always reminds Harry of his beloved, 

deceased parents.  
 

Listening at Home:  Search YouTube – ‘Harry Potter Symphonic Suite, Orch. Sinfonica di 

San Marino’ to see close-up all the instruments of the orchestra as they play their different melodies and 

themes. 
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Activities  

An ‘incantation’ is the chanting or uttering of words, that supposedly has magical power. A 

magician will say something like “abracadabra” before his magic trick.  Pretend that you are 

a magician and make up your own incantation that Harry and his friends might use at the 

School of Hogworts.  ____________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Write a limerick about an owl.  A limerick is a funny verse with five lines.  It usually begins 

with “There once was __” or “There was a __.”  Lines 1, 2 and 5 rhyme and have 8 syllables.  

Lines 3 and 4 rhyme and have 5 syllables. 
 

Vocabulary 

arranger – one who makes a new work from   

    an already existing work and its themes,  

    for example, for a movie  

bristling – referring to the sticks or bristles  

    in the brooms 

continuously – without a break  

escapades – wild pranks 

fantasy – a story out of one’s imagination, 

      like a daydream or nightmare 

grotesque – fantastically ugly or absurd 

jazz – style of music that has unusual  

      rhythms and tunes, sometimes made up  

      at the moment of performance. 

laureate – specially honored for a lifetime of  

    achievement, such as a poet laureate 

mishaps – unfortunate accidents 

mock – make fun of, ridicule 

motif – a unique music theme, standing for  

     something or someone 

talents – special natural abilities that someone  

     has and often improve through practice 

themes  – a group of notes forming the main 

    subject on which a piece is based 

turreted – a building that has small round  

    towers, often at the corners of the building  

    (usually in castles) 
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Paul Dukas 

 The Sorcerer’s Apprentice  
 

Who wrote the music?  Paul Dukas (pole do-kah), born in Paris, France in 

1865 to a Jewish father and Catholic mother.  His father was a gifted  

composer, music critic and teacher at a major music school in Paris. His 

mother, who was a fine pianist, died when he was only five years old.  He had a very close 

relationship with his dad and older brother, who were both bankers.   Paul began to study 

music when he was very young and as a teenager studied at the Paris music school where he 

played the timpani.  In 1889 when he was 29, he took a break from music to serve in the 

army but returned to music a year later.  He married at age 50 and had one daughter.   
 

What is the music about? Written in 1897, it was based on a ballad (or poem), called Der 

Zauberlehrling (dair zow ber lair ling) written in 1797 by the German poet Johann Goethe 

(yoe hahn gur tah) who based his work on a 2,000 year-old tale by the Greek writer Lucian.   
 

The Sorcerer’s Apprentice is a story about a boy apprentice who is 

given a job to do by his very skilled teacher (in this case, a sorcerer).  

The boy decides to use magic to make a broom do the work for him.  

The magic words work and the broom starts to carry water in a 

bucket and pour the water into a big tank.  The problem is that the 

boy does not know how to stop the magic so the broom keeps bringing water.   
 

The apprentice chops at the broom to make it stop, but the broom becomes two brooms 

carrying water. The brooms continue to divide and multiply until the room is full of water, 

and the boy cannot stop the brooms.   
 

Finally, the master teacher comes back and fixes everything, but the boy is in trouble.   

Excerpt from Der Zauberlehrling by Johann Goethe 

The old sorcerer has finally gone away! 

And now his spirits shall live by my command. 

His words and deeds I noted, and their use, 

And with strength of will I’ll work wonders, too. 

And now come, you old broom! 

Take the wretched ragged remains: 

You’ve been a servant a long time,  

Now fulfill my wish! 

Stand on two legs, on top will be your head. 

Hurry now and go with your water pail. 

How the pail swells!    

How every bucket fills with water!     

Stop! Stop! For we have your talent fully measured! 

Ah, I see it!  Woe!  Woe!   I’ve forgotten the word! 

 Will the entire house be drowned? 

Over every swell I see more floods of water rushing. 

An atrocious broom who will not listen! 

Staff, which you were, stay still again! 

Look, he is cut in two! 

And now I can hope, and I can breathe freely! 

Woe!  Woe!  Both halves stand quickly on end 

As servants already fully prepared! 

Help me, ah!  You almighty forces! 

Ah, here comes the master! Sir, my dismay is great! 

Those spirits that I called, I now cannot control. 

“Into the corner, brooms!  Brooms! Be as you were.   

For as spirits, you are summoned for his purpose” 

Only by the old master. 
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The bassoon:  This instrument is part of           Tenor Clef              Reed             Bass Clef 

the “Woodwind” family because it is made of 

wood and the mouthpiece that the player uses 

is made of reeds.   Sound is created by the 

vibrations made when the player blows into 

the mouthpiece.  There are holes along the 

sides of the bassoon.  When the holes are 

covered and uncovered, different sounds are 

created.   
 

The notes that the bassoon plays are found 

written in two musical clefs, the bass clef and 

the tenor clef.  The score for the bassoon is 

usually written in the tenor clef (easier to 

read). 
 

The bassoon has six main parts – the reed, 

the bell, the tenor joint, the bass joint, the boot, and the bocal.  Can you find them in the 

picture?  The bassoon is more difficult to learn than other woodwind instruments.   
 

The bassoon can have a very humorous sound.  In this piece, the bassoon plays the part of 

the apprentice who mishandles the magic spells the master teacher has taught him.  Listen 

for the bassoon sound and the very soft music at the beginning to give the feeling of magic.    
 

Activities 

  

1. What is an apprentice?  _____________________  Think of jobs where the worker  

    learns from an expert, but the worker is not called an apprentice.   Example: Teacher –   

    Student teacher; Doctor – Intern. _________________________________________     

     __________________________________________________________________ 
 

2.  Compose a rap based upon the story of The Sorcerer’s Apprentice.   Provide an  

     accompaniment by using percussion instruments or self-made percussion sounds. 

3.  If the magician had not re-appeared and the brooms continued to multiply with each “new 

     broom”  dividing itself every 5 minutes, starting with 2 brooms,  how many brooms would 

    there be in a half-hour? ________________ in an hour? _______________________ 

4.  How many years ago was Paul Dukas born? ___________________________________ 

5.   Adapt this story to today using different characters and a different situation.   Who  

      are your characters? _________________________________________________ 

              __________________________________________________________________ 

      What is their situation?  _______________________________________________  

      How will it turn out? __________________________________________________ 

      Now that you have created the characters and the plot, take a separate piece of paper  

      and write the story using as many adjectives and action verbs as you can.  
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00:00  Intro 

of Sorcerer 

 

 

1:19 Theme 1 

         (broom) 

 

 

 

 

1:45 flute, French horn  
 

2:17 full-note rest, lengthened by a fermata 
 

2:40 Theme 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2:54 more agitation, more instruments 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4:10  French horn 

 

04:34 woodwinds 

 

4:53 strings 

 

 

Vocabulary 

apprentice- anyone learning  a trade  

ballad – a song that tells a story in many 

verses 

compose – to create a work, generally music 

conservatory- a special school of music  

program music  - music that paints a picture,  

   describes an action, or tell a story in sound  

   without using words.  

repeat marks  - signs at the beginning and end      

   of a section to be repeated, marked by   

piano (musical dynamics) – soft,  noted by  

forte (musical dynamics) – loud, noted by  

fermata – pause sign to make a note last   

      longer, marked by  over the note 

rests(music) – signs used to indicate   

     silence, such as a half-note rest 

crescendo – a gradual increase in force or  

      loudness, marked by , marked by  

sorcerer (magician) – one supposed to have 

      supernatural powers, often for evil. 

vibration – a type of motion that can be 

      observed, described, measured and 

      compared. 

rate – degree of speed (in this meaning) 

The Sorcerer’s Apprentice Listening Map – Part I 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/48/Music_dynamic_piano.svg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/ad/Music_dynamic_forte.svg
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The Sorcerer’s Apprentice Listening Map – Part 2 
 

5:00 strings, 

joined by 

trumpet 
 

5:53 cymbals 

mean more 

agitation 

 
 

6:05 violins 

swirling over 

the French 

horn 
 

7:14 broom is 

chopped into 

pieces 
 

7:22 full-note 

rest (silence) 
 

7:24 pieces 

form brooms 
 

8:15 violins 
 

8:53 trumpet 

(what to do?) 
 

 

9:02 all 

instruments 

are brooms! 
 

9:29 Theme 2 

for water and 

flooding 
 

 

10:40 return of 

Sorcerer  
 

10:49 broom is 

back to normal–

viola/ violin 

duet 
 

11:16 scolded 

apprentice  

slinks away 

 

Books You Might Like To Read 

Carlson, Laurie Winn, Houdini for Kids  

Forbes, Ester, Johnny Tremain (about an  

    apprentice) 

Kronzek, A Book of Magic for Young   

    Magicians 

Ho, Oliver, Young Magician: Magic Tricks Rauf, 

Don, The Virtual Apprentice: Airline Pilot 

Singer, Michael, The Answer is Yes: the Art  

     and Making of the Sorcerer’s Apprentice 

Walt Disney’s The Sorcerer’s Apprentice 
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Pyotr Ilych Tchaikovsky 
Romeo & Juliet Overture (excerpt) 

 

Who Wrote the Music?  Pyotr (pee yoe ter) Iltch (illi itch) 

Tchaikovsky (cheye kov skee)  was born on May 7, 1840 in a small 

town in the Ukraine.  (The English word for Pyotr is Peter.)   
 

His father Ilya was a mining engineer and his mother Alexandra 

was half-French.  In his town there was an orchestrion - a machine that played music and 

was designed to sound like an orchestra.  Peter taught himself to play the piano by listening 

to the orchestrion and then re-creating what he heard on the family piano.   
 

He was very musically sensitive and complained he could not turn off the music he heard in 

his head. When he was forbidden from playing the piano, he would continue to tap out tunes 

on any available surface.  One time he tapped so vigorously on a window that he broke it and 

cut his hand.   Then his parents decided it was time to let him have piano lessons. 
 

At that time, little boys were expected to learn the trade of their fathers.  So when he was 

10, his mother enrolled him in law school. He also continued with his music lessons.   
 

Tchaikovsky gave the world some of its most beautiful music.  He was a very sensitive man 

who put his deep emotions into his music.  It incorporated the Russian spirit and flavor.  His 

music was very popular because it was fun and exciting. The Russian people understood and 

loved his music, as did many Europeans.  He was often asked to compose for special events.   
 

ABOUT THE MUSICAL WORK:  Tchaikovsky liked composing music that told a story.  

Some were happy like the Nutcracker Suite, a ballet.  Others were very sad, like the Romeo 

and Juliet Overture .   At the suggestion of a friend, he chose the subject from a play by 

William Shakespeare.        

William Shakespeare was born in 1564 and wrote many plays, stories, 

and poems in his lifetime. He is and was looked up to by many young 

authors and playwrights because he was such a good writer.  

 

He wrote Romeo and Juliet as a play in 

which two teenagers, from warring 

families, fall in love without their 

families knowing it.    Romeo and Juliet 

married secretly with the help of Romeo’s friend, Friar 

Lawrence.    
 

Then, Romeo got into a sword fight in which a member of the 

Capulet family died. Romeo went into hiding in fear of his life and was worried about what 

this would mean for his marriage to Juliet.    

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orchestra
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Excerpt from Romeo and Juliet’s Balcony Scene 

The story has many twists and turns, but both Romeo and Juliet end up dying separately 

because of many terrible misunderstandings.   Afterwards, both of their parents realize 

how foolish their hatred was and decide to get along. They place golden statues of Romeo 

and Juliet in the middle of the city of Verona to symbolize their new found peace. 
 

Tchaikovsky composed this overture in 1869 when he was 29 years old.   He didn’t portray 

the events of the play in the order in which they happened.  Rather he presented the 

characters’ moods with different melodies to create striking musical contrasts. It has two 

main theme groups: the conflict between the families and the love theme of Romeo and 

Juliet.   The themes appear generally in the same order as the story unfolds. 

Listening to the Music:  The work opens with a peaceful melody played by the clarinet and 

bassoon; the melody is to represent the lovers’ friend, the sombre Friar Laurence.  
 

Next, at the beginning of the conflict portion, the tone of the music shifts to create a 

scene of violence.   The music gets louder and speeds up.  The chaotic theme shows the feud 

between the Montague (mahn tah gyou) and Capulet (cap you let) families. Strings, brass, 

percussion, and woodwinds are all used to portray different scenes in the play. For instance, 

the cymbals represent the clashing swords used in the fight scene.  This part ends with 

cascading violins. 
 

Soon a new melody introduces a soaring love theme which begins with a clarinet and flows 

into a beautiful combination of strings illustrating Romeo and Juliet’s love for each other.  
 

Afterwards, another fight scene occurs with a drum roll which symbolizes their death. This 

is followed by sad sounding violins and a flute solo. The rest of the piece represents Romeo 

and Juliet’s parents’ agreement to get along and their newly found peace.   
 

Listening at Home:  Search YouTube – Romeo and Juliet Overture Fantasy, London Symphony Orchestra 
 

Vocabulary 
illustrate – make something clear by using  

      examples, charts, pictures or music 

nationalism – pride or loyalty for one’s country 

orchestra – a group of instrumentalists, including  

      strings, woodwinds, brass and percussion. 

 overture – a short work for the orchestra 

portray – describe someone or something in a  

      particular way 

represent – an expression or theme that stands  

      for or suggests something else. 

trade – an occupation or job type, such as a 

       plumber, engineer, or electrician 

ROMEO speaks to Juliet 
 O, speak again, bright angel! for thou art  

 As glorious to this night, being o'er my head  

 As is a winged messenger of heaven  

 Unto the white-upturned wondering eyes  

 Of mortals that fall back to gaze on him  

 When he bestrides the lazy-pacing clouds  

 And sails upon the bosom of the air.  

JULIET answers Romeo 
O Romeo, Romeo! wherefore art thou Romeo?  

 Deny thy father and refuse thy name;  

 Or, if thou wilt not, be but sworn my love,  

 And I'll no longer be a Capulet.  

 

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/119843/clarinet
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/55546/bassoon
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/220003/Friar-Laurence
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/398918/music
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Richard Wagner 

Ride of the Valkyries, 
from the opera Die Walkure 
(The Valkyries in English) 

 
Who Wrote the Music?  Richard Wagner (pronounced ree 

kard vahg ner, in German)  was born in the beautiful city of 

Leipzig in Germany in 1813.  As a child, he went to school in 

Dresden where he took piano lessons.  His teacher said that he wasn’t very good, in fact 

that he “tortured the piano” terribly.   He wrote his first play when he was 11 and then 

started writing music when he was 16.  He was ambitious and confident he would succeed no 

matter what obstacles he faced. 
 

Wagner went to Leipzig University when he was 18 years old and was lucky to have his first 

symphony performed two years later.     It was inspired by the grand and majestic music of 

Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony which had just recently been written.  When he was 23, he 

married a singer and actress.    
 

He soon started writing both the lyrics and music for his operas and songs, which he called 

‘the total work of art.’   His music was unique to the German culture because he used many 

German themes of love and forgiveness (redemption).   He wrote many operas that people 

loved and was appointed to be the director of the Dresden Opera.  Because he was very 

politically active against the government, he had to leave Germany for 11 years following a 

revolutionary outbreak in one of the areas.  He wrote some controversial articles that gave 

him a bad reputation later after his death. 
 

What about the Music?  During his exile, Wagner started work on the Ring Cycle which was 

a group of operas that told a very long mythological story.  The Ring Cycle later influenced 

current day novels and their film scores, such as Harry Potter and Lord of the Rings. 

 

The first two operas of the Ring Cycle were Das Rheingold (The Rhine Gold) and Die 

Walkure (The Valkyries) were written around 1870.  Only six years later, Wagner finished 

the final two operas.   All four operas were  presented in the same day and it lasted 18 

hours!   (That might be like watching all the Harry Potter movies in the same day.)    Usually 

today, they are performed separately although sometimes an opera company will perform all 

four in a year or in consecutive years.   

 

Because the music is very dramatic, it is often very difficult to sing.   Only certain singers 

have the lung capacity and talent to sing Wagner’s operas very often.   Their voices need to 

rest and recover between performances.  Also, today’s composers and arrangers often use 

its dramatic themes for the film scores of movie productions.  People are often surprised 

when they recognize the work.   
 

Wagner in 1871 soon after the 

Ring Cycle was performed in 

Leipzig – over 18 hours! 
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What is the Story?    The story is based on a Norse myth about the Valkyries who are the 

daughters of the Norse god Wotan.  The daughters ride their horses to carry the bodies of 

slain warriors.  These soldiers were selected because they were noble and honorable 

warriors who showed no fear and great courage.  These few warriors, who died honorably 

during battle, were allowed to enter Valhalla to live with Odin until Ragnarok, which is the 

final battle between all the Norse gods.   No greater honor could be given to a warrior since 

Valhalla was the heaven for warriors.    It is the perfect music to accompany the warriors on 

their journey Valhalla.    
 

The Ride of the Valkyries occurs at 

the beginning of the third and final 

act of Die Walkure  (dee val koor).  

The Valkyries are riding to the top 

of a mountain with the dead  

heroes they have collected.   
 

One Valkyrie named Brunnhilde 

(brewn hill dah) arrives with a living, 

pregnant woman and asks her 

sisters for help.   Her father 

Wotan (voe tahn) is angry because 

she went against his rules.  During 

their argument, the living woman 

runs away.    
 

Wotan punishes his daughter by 

making her a mortal woman.   She begs him for forgiveness.  Because she is his favorite 

daughter, he later forgives her.  But he punishes her by encircling the mountain top with a 

ring of magic fire.   Only the bravest of warriors can save her.  (It turns out that many 

years later, the son of the pregnant woman comes and saves Brunnhilde.) 

    
 

Listening at Home:  Search YouTube for ‘Richard Wagner – Ride of the Valkyries – Berlin Philharmonic.”   
 

Vocabulary 
ambitious – having a strong desire and determination to  

     succeed or accomplish something 

forgiveness – to stop feeling angry towards someone or  

     stop blaming them for something 

honorable – deserving respect and admiration 

lyrics – the words of a song 

majestic – being stately and dignified; noble 

mortal – adjective means causing death; 

     noun means a human person 

myths – a story told in an ancient culture  

mythological – lacking factual basis or historical  

     validity, as in myths 

noble – having personal qualities that people  

     admire, such as honesty, generosity, or  

     courage 

Norse – referring to medieval Norway 

obstacles – something that makes it difficult to  

     do something 

redemption – making something better or more 

acceptable – satisfactory or good enough 

slain – killed by someone 

Arthur Rackham painted many illustrations about the Ride of the 

Valkyries including these images of Brunnhilde. 
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Igor Stravinsky 
The Firebird Suite:  Berceuse and Finale 

 

Who Wrote the Music?    Igor Stravinsky was born near St. 

Petersburg, Russia in 1882 into a musical family.   Stravinsky 

recalled his schooldays as being very lonely.  He started piano 

lessons as a young boy who also enthusiastically learned about 

musical theory and started composing.    Despite his musical 

interest, his parents wanted him to study law which he did, but 

without much success since he was more interested in music.  

The famous composer Rimsky-Korsakov suggested that he take 

private lessons in composition which he did until the composer’s 

death in 1908.   By the next year, two of Stravinsky’s 

orchestral works were performed in St. Petersburg.  One was called Fireworks and was 

heard by the famous ballet impresario Serge Diaghilev who then asked him to use that as 

the basis for a full-length ballet which became The Firebird.   He was only 27. 
 

Following the Russian Revolution in 1917, Stravinsky spent most of his life outside Russia, 

living in Europe and the United States.   He is considered one of the most important and 

influential composers of the 20th century, even being called the father of modern music. 
 

ABOUT THE MUSICAL WORK:    Diaghilev worked with a choreographer and drawing the 

story from several Russian fairy tales to concoct the story of the Firebird and the evil 

magician Koschei.  But real inspiration may possibly have come from a popular child’s verse 

by Yakov Polonsky called “A Winter’s Journey” which includes the following lines: 
 

And in my dreams I see myself on a wolf’s back 

Riding along a forest path 

To do battle with a sorcerer-tsar  

In that Land where a Princess sits under lock and key,  

Pining behind massive walls. 

There gardens surround a palace all of glass; 

There Firebirds sing by night and peck at golden fruit. 
 

There are several characters in the story and Stravinsky composes a specific theme or 

melody to reflect his or her personality.    Because there are no words in ballet, the music 

must convey much of the tone and texture of the story.   He used the seven-note diatonic 

scale (Do, Re, Me, So, Fa, La, Ti, Do) to create sounds that are comfortable and easy 

listening.   For more mysterious, exotic or jarring sounds, for example for the evil sorcerer, 

Stravinsky used chromatic scale using all 13 notes of a scale.     These sounds are often 

called dissonant because they are uncomfortable to hear and create a sense of excitement 

or the unexpected.  
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The ballet was first performed in Paris in 1910 and was considered a major success by both 

audiences and musical critics.  This was a major breakthrough for Stravinsky who became 

instantly recognized as a talented composer for the ballet.   The work has been re-staged 

by many outstanding choreographers throughout the 20th century.   Stravinsky also 

arranged three different suites from the ballet music so that orchestras could perform it 

in concert without ballet dancers.     This Suite was the one he arranged in 1919 and it has 

five movements of which the Arkansas Symphony will perform the last two – Berceuse and 

the Finale, both of which were composed after the original ballet.     Later, Walt Disney 

used both movements in film “Fantasia.” 
 

Scene I – Introduction – The Firebird and its Dance:  Crown Prince Ivan is wandering 

through a forest searching for the palace of King Katschei who is holding 13 princesses 

captive in his kingdom.  He intends to free the princesses but all previous knights that have 

attempted to do so Katschei has turned into stone.    Prince Ivan discovers an enchanted 

garden where he sees a Firebird and captures the fabulous bird which has very colorful 

plumage.    He explains his mission and the bird agrees to help him if he will free it.  The 

bird gives Ivan a magic feather if he needs help. 
 

Scene 2 – The Princesses’ Round Dance:   He discovers the princesses who are dancing 

the forest and falls in love with one of them.    He decides to go to the evil King Katschei to 

ask for her hand in marriage. 
 

Scene 3 – Infernal Dance of King Katschei:  King Katschei discovers Prince Ivan and 

orders his magic creatures to attack him while he is trying 

to turn him into stone.   But the Firebird keeps its word and 

enchants the creatures into a dance, putting them and the 

King to sleep.     The Firebird tells Ivan the secret to the 

wizard’s magic.   There is an enormous egg that contains 

and protects his soul.   Ivan smashes the egg and breaks 

the wizard’s magic spell, stealing his power and causing him 

to die.   
 

Scene 4 – Berceuse (French word for lullaby):     This is 

a lullaby which expresses the joy of those who have been 

turned to stone.  The Firebird frees them all from the spell 

of the evil Katschei. 
 

Scene 5 – Finale:     Ivan wins the hand of the lovely 

princess and all celebrate with great joy.   The melody 

becomes very fast and all the instruments join in the 

celebration to resolution.    At the end, the tempo slows 

down to a dramatic brass chorale statement of conclusion.  
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The modern bassoon is described in detail 

on page 17.   The picture at the right shows 

the evolution of the shape from when it was 

first developed to more current versions.  

It was called different names depending on 

the country in which it was played.   The 

earliest were in China (200 C.E.), central and 

western Asia and Egypt.  

 

The first European instrument (16th century) was made of a single piece of wood.   The 

French made it in four pieces in the 17th century and six keys were added in the 18th 

century.   Today’s versions have from 17 to 24 keys.    The sound of these instruments 

varies widely.    Why would that be? _________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

 

Listening at Home:  The Firebird Suite became very popular and a national treasure for the Russian 

people.   It is often played at public concerts and events.   The music was featured at the Olympics 

in Moscow.     Search YouTube for:   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uVjE9HkokT4 by Pro Arte Symphony Orchestra.   The 

visuals include pictures of the Firebird, Prince Ivan and the princess. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IrMGqAmjbug  -- Leonard Bernstein, the famous 

conductor of the New York Philharmonic, introduces Igor Stravinsky conducting the last 

three movements.    It is noted that while he needed a cane to walk, he was able to conduct 

without using his cane.    This was aired in 1960. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3s_CbOjiiA is a site at which Stravinsky is rehearsing 

an orchestra in a different work called “Scherzino” 
 

Vocabulary 
ballet – a form of dance, often telling a story. 

debut – a first performance of a person or a work,   

       on a stage, radio or TV. 

Dissonant – harmonically unresolved; uncomfortable 

Evolution – the gradual development of something 

Impresario – a person who organizes and often  

      finances concerts, plays ballets or operas 

Influential – having power to cause changes 

orchestra – a company of performers playing string, 

      woodwind, brass, flutes and percussive  

      instruments.  

Tone – the quality of a sound of a musical instrument 

Texture -- the various parts of a song, poem, etc.  

      and the way they fit together 
scale – a series of musical notes that go up or 

down in pitch 

 

Books You Might Like To Read 
Blomquist, Christopher, A Primary Source Guide to Russia 

Frith, Margaret, Hooray for Ballet (about ballet and Swan Lake) 

Huggins-Cooper, Lynn, Russia 

Isadora, Rachel,  Firebird 

Spirin, Gennady, The Tale of the Firebird 

Venezia, Mike, Igor Stravinsky 

    

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uVjE9HkokT4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IrMGqAmjbug
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3s_CbOjiiA
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Map of ______________, a continent 
 

Draw a line locating the prime meridian.  What hemispheres is this continent located in? 

______________________ ________________________  ____________________ 
 

What countries are in 3 hemispheres? _______________________________________    
 

Locate and label on the map: Italy (cities of Bologna and  Venice), Switzerland, Russia (the 

city of Moscow), England and France (the city of Paris). 
 

How many other countries can you identify? Label them also.  
 

What do the stars stand for?  ____________     Write in the name next to the star for as 

many names as you can.  Find an atlas in the library to help you.   

 

Put a circle around the compass rose and the map key.   
 

This map has countries above the Arctic Circle and below the 40 N latitude.   Select a 

northern and southern country.  Research and compare their climates.  Consider such 

differences as temperature, precipitation and the effect of length of day. 
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Story-Time Crossword Puzzle 

(mostly using vocabulary in this Student Journal) 
 

 

1  

 

2           

    

 

   3     4      5 

    

 

           6    

 7   
  

   8                

    

 

           9     

    10              

 11       12     13       14 

                15     
  

16          17            

                  

         18             

   19               

  

Across Down 

3     An orchestra section with metal instruments 
 

7     A great number of people or someone who is  

       entertaining a group of people 
 

8     Playing in a light, tripping, rhythmic way 
 

9     A wise bird, featured in Harry Potter  (Whoo?) 
 

11    The theme of this concert program 
 

15     ______, not less 

 

16   If you want something, you ____ 
 

17     A group of notes forming the main subject on  

        which a piece is based 
 

18     A story out of one’s imagination, like a  

        daydream 
 

19     First sight of daylight 

1      Unfortunate accidents 
 

2      A high-pitched member of the woodwind 

        family 
 

3      A form of dance, often telling a story 
 

4      Making fun of the ridiculous 
 

5      Scoring in Quidditch, by making a   ___ 
 

6      Long time _____ 
 

10     Make fun of, ridicule 
 

12     _______ not orange – one of the  

         primary colors 
 

13     A unique music theme, standing for 

        something or someone 
 

14     Something said (on purpose or not) that 

         is the opposite of what the person  

         meant 
 

15     ____, not  you 
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WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT THE COMPOSERS? 

Research information not contained in the Student Journal. 
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WHAT DO YOU KNOW? 
 

Circle one question below as you BEGIN to prepare for the Arkansas Symphony Student 

Concert and write three to five sentences about it. 

 
How does music tell a story? 

How is math used in writing music? 

How can art and music illustrate a story? 

 

Today’s Date      
 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

 

AFTER the Symphony Concert, write three to five sentences about the same question 

you circled above.  Do you have any additional ideas? 

 

Today’s Date      
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A F T E R  T H E  C O N C E R T  

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Vocabulary 

Concertmaster – the violin player sitting   

   closest to the Conductor and the audience;  

   the Concertmaster is in charge of making    

   sure the orchestra is in tune before they  

   start.  The Concertmaster is the best   

   violinist. 

Conductor – the leader of the symphony,  

    leading all the players to play at the right  

    time.   When his arms go up, it is time to be  

    quiet and listen.  When his arms go down to  

    his side, the piece is finished and it is right  

    time to applaud. 

score – in music, a written or printed piece of  

     music that the players can read from and  

     play together. 

tune – to have all the instruments to be in line 

     with each other in the same pitch (or tone 

     of sound).  
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M a n y  t h a n k s  t o  t h e  
 

  U n d e r w r i t e r s & V O L U N T E E R S  
 

$1000 and Over 
Arkansas Arts Council 

Arkansas Learning Through The 

Arts 

Glenn and Molly Crawshaw 

Entergy 

Hot Springs Area Community Fdn 

Hot Springs Concert Band 

HS/HSV Symphony Guild 

Morris Foundation (Dorothy Morris) 

National Endowment for the Arts 

Rotary Club – Hot Springs Village 

Terminix, Hot Springs Village 

Elisabeth Wagner Foundation 

Youth Advisory Council (YAC) 

 

$500 and over  
Earl and Suzanne Babbie 

Jane Howard Foundation 

Dean and Sandy Johansen  

John and June Luciew 

Patrick and Priscilla O’Malley 

Martha Smither 

Other Friends 
Mary Adams 

Altrusa International,  

        HSV Chapter 

Jim and Pat Anderson 

Tom and Peggy Arwood 

Dan and Donna Aylward 

 

Dick and Ann Booth  

Rob and Carolyn Bowers 

Tom and Jean Bryant  

Dick and Susan Clement 

Jim and Sally Crawford 

Joe and Martha Dooley 

Sunny Evans 

Dottie Foehringer 

Howard and Carol Freeland 

Dick Jorgensen 

Jim and Gerelyn Kelly 

Karen Lauck 

John and Connie Lauer  

Mike and Ginny Misch 

Wayne and Nancy Morrison 

Barry Niswander 

Katie O’Neal 

Jim and Nancy Piersol 

Jim and Pat Pike 

Wayma Rowe 

Lee Solomon 

Chuck and Suzanne Stofer 

Bev Thompson 

Phil Trimble 

Dan and Kay Tucker 

Craig and Carol Welle 

Robert and Mary Zunick 

 

Concert Committee: 

Honorary Chair:  Dorothy Morris  

Chair: Martha Smither 

Underwriting: Martha Smither 

Logistics:  Beverly Thompson 

Study Guides: Martha Smither,  

Craig Welle and Hot Springs  

School District teachers  

Sue DeLeon, Becky Counts and  

Casey Wylie 

Event Day:  Members of 

Altrusa International, Inc.,   

     Hot Springs Village Chapter 

Hot Springs Village Amateur  

     Radio Club 

Hot Springs Concert Band 

HS/HSV Symphony Guild 

Logistics:  Beverly Thompson, 

Tom Bryant, Rob Bowers,  and  

Greg Franks   

Other Important Supporters: 

Arkansas Learning Through The Arts 

Austin Public School District (TX) 

Geoffrey Robson, Arkansas Symphony  

     Orchestra, Inc. 

 

Cover Design of Teacher Guides        

Fred Zipkes 

 

What do you see in this picture? _____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Name the symbols you see.   Which piece do they make 

you think of?  
 

 SYMBOL                 PIECE OR COMPOSER 

_____________          ____________________ 

_____________          ____________________ 

_____________          ____________________ 

_____________          ____________________ 

_____________          ____________________             

_____________          ____________________ 

_____________          ____________________ 

_____________          ____________________ 

 

On the front cover, draw your own picture 

with symbols or pictures representing the music you 

heard in the concert.  


